Best Practices for Bringing Endless
Aisle into Your Retail Strategy
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oday’s retail environment is changing at an unprec-

structured, back-end solution, but how endless aisle

edented pace. The way consumers shop is evolving—

solutions can be integrated into the retailer’s overall

while they’re still shopping the traditional in-store

brand strategy.

route, online shopping has grown in leaps and bounds
over the past few years. Online sales are expected to

“ Endless aisle is an extension of your physical shelf

grow to $414 billion by 2018, from $263 billion in

space,” says Anne Forkutza, creative strategy and

2013. And more than ever, mobile shopping is playing

partnerships for iQmetrix. “ You don’t have to treat

into the online shopping mix, accounting for approxi-

it so differently just because it’s a touch screen—all

mately 30 percent of all US e-commerce.2

of your merchandising strategies or your in-store
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experiences can be used with endless aisle.” And
For retailers, understanding the ins and outs of all the

besides the in-store experience, the analytics endless

different purchase points—in-store, online, mobile—

aisle provides helps retailers capture insights that can

and how consumers use them can be a challenge. In

better help them plan product assortments.

stores, consumers want to touch and feel the products,
see them with their own eyes. But they don’t necessar-

That, ultimately, translates into a more complete

ily want to spend a lot of time in the store deliberating

experience for consumers as well, no matter in which

over a purchase. With e-commerce, consumers have all

channel they shop.

of the necessary product information at their fingertips, and can complete a transaction within minutes—
yet it lacks the tangibility provided in stores.
Enter endless aisle solutions, which marries the
two shopping experiences together. Retailers don’t
have to choose whether they focus on in-store or
online experiences, they can have both, and so can
their consumers. It’s not just about implementing a

“Endless aisle is an
extension of your
physical shelf space."
– Anne Forkutza, Creative Straategy and
Partnerships for iQmetrix
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Different Store,
Different Strategy

A

s an extension of a retailer’s merchandising, a customer’s in-store experience and the physical shelf
space available, endless aisle offers the ultimate
seamless shopping experience that sets retailers apart
and goes beyond a simple touchscreen kiosk.
But what is important to note is that when it comes
to implementing an endless aisle strategy, there is

partner at McMillian Doolittle, a retail consulting

For retailers with large inventories in particular,

no one-size-fits all plan to making it a success. The

firm. Defensively, endless aisle can be used to save a

endless aisle makes a lot of strategic sense, says

technology is still developing, and every retailer has

sale, if a certain color or specific size is out of stock,

James Dion, founder and president of Dionco, retail

unique qualities that set it apart from competitors.

he says. Using endless aisle offensively is rare, but

consultancy. “ For the inventory they can’t carry in

Combine that with the fact that individual shoppers

can be used for sales growth, to show how much

their stores, they have almost immediate access to

have their own needs and expectations, and the first

more of an assortment a retailer offers. “ The stores

additional inventory that their suppliers can provide

step toward a successful endless aisle strategy is to

show a portion of assortment then really upsell new

in a very fast manner,” he says. “And that really gives

understand what works—and what doesn’t.

products,” Stern explains. If Target, for example, is

the retailer the ability to dramatically increase their

selling outdoor grills, a consumer may see three or

opportunities for additional sales.”

“ Retailers have different strategies using endless

four styles on the floor, but there’s follow up commu-

aisles—offensive or defensive,” says Neil Stern, senior

nication so they can see dozens more online.
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Endless aisle enhances a retailer’s ability to see

However, Dion cautions that for large retailers to

trends in broader scale, and offers the breadth and

successfully employ this strategy, they need to have

depth needed to ensure the right products are in the

the right internal systems. “They have to have a

store. It allows retailers to increase their intelligence

robust web business, and a robust pick, pack, and

on the stock they carry, but contrary to what some

ship,” he explains. “Because if you institute this,

believe, doing so doesn’t mean that retailers have

although you could probably draw from your other

to choose between having the right stock in store

stores, for example, you must have the capability

or having an endless aisle solution. They are not

to pick, pack, and ship out of your stores.” Retailers

mutually exclusive; instead, the right solution means

who have established fulfillment warehouses, he

they can work in concert with each other.

adds, with processes in place to fill orders, can more
quickly get products into the hands of a customer.

Retailers who have
established fulfillment
warehouses, with
processes in place to fill
orders, can more quickly
get products into the
hands of a customer.
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Enhancing,

“Endless aisle does not replace the need for
sales reps in a store as they need to be available
to answer any questions customers may have,”

Not Replacing

T

according to a global video game retailer. Additionally, once orders are sent, associates are needed to
complete sales transactions with the customer.

he benefits of an endless aisle strategy to

According to TimeTrade’s State of the Retail 2015,

consumers are numerous wider selection, faster

85 percent of consumers prefer to shop at physical

service, and the ability to find what they need,

stores, and 90 percent are more apt to buy when

despite whether the store has it in stock. If they

helped by a sales associate who knows his or her

perhaps enter a store during its busiest time, and

stuff.

no sales associate is immediately available to help,
endless aisle is an alternative so that the sale is not
lost completely.
But it’s not just the consumer who benefits; endless
aisle has myriad benefits for sales associates as
well. While some may fear that it’s a strategy that
could ultimately replace the need for sales associates, it’s quite the opposite, and rather is an enhancement for associates.

“It gives the sales
associates the ability to
literally sell what they
don’t have. It opens
up a whole universe of
product availability for
the associate.”
– James Dion, Founder and President of
Dionco
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“The best programs
have associates and
consumers working side
by side.
– Neil Stern, Senior Partner at McMillian
Doolittle

“It gives the sales associates the ability to literally

the store can find what they need quickly and

Endless aisle isn’t just about showcasing an

sell what they don’t have,” adds Dion. “It opens up

work with sales associates as needed to finish

e-commerce site on a tablet, and an e-commerce

a whole universe of product availability for the

the sale. And that empowers both associates and

experience is not necessarily designed to be

associate.” That can be particularly beneficial if

consumers. “When customers perceive associates

optimized in store. With a variety of plat-

associates are working on commission or if their

less as salespeople and more as problem-solvers,

forms—e-commerce, mobile, POS endless aisle—a

sales productivity is being tracked. “Endless aisle is

staff become far more effective brand ambassa-

customer’s use of the technology is unique, and

a really excellent opportunity for them to have the

dors,” states a 2016 white paper from iQmetrix.

ideally platforms, along with sales associate

3

additional inventory available.”

input, should complement each other to provide a
“The best programs have associates and consumers

The increasing prevalence of mobile technologies

working side by side,” says McMillian Doolittle’s

can boost endless aisle consumption—customers

Stern. “Consumers are not entirely comfortable

who download a retailer’s app before entering

with a kiosk or simply a link to a .com site.”

consumer with the best experience.
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Comprehensive
Brand Strategy

Retailers with robust websites have the bulk of
what they need to best incorporate an endless
aisle solution—they can populate the endless aisle
with information they already have available on
their website for consumers, and use video and

E

marketing content to boost engagement during the
ndless aisle is one piece of a comprehensive brand

in-store experience.

strategy, but it’s not the only piece. Rather than
view it as something that needs to be checked off

“Finding a product in store is somewhat difficult,”

a To-Do list—social media presence, check; mobile

says Dion. “But if you’re trying to locate it on a

application, check—retailers need to see it for what

webpage it’s often much faster, you can see ad-

it is: a new channel that needs to be integrated

ditional options, and it opens up the ability for

into the whole of their marketing strategy. Like

the retailer to teach consumers more about that

its benefit to sales associates as mentioned above,

product, cross-sell, upsell.” That webpage, he adds,

endless aisle enhances a retailer’s brand strategy,

as part of the endless aisle can really do a lot of

when used to its fullest potential.

good toward providing additional services to the
customer.

“The endless aisle channel is another stream
through which to tell your brand story,” says

Pulling a retailer’s website into endless aisle is

Forkutza. Many companies have invested a lot of

only one piece of the solution; the user interface is

dollars in videos, social media and other marketing

wholly optimized for in-store shopping. The design,

content, and that can be leveraged as part of the

interactivity, integration to POS systems and not

endless aisle. “Take those elements in which you’ve

having to rely on wifi to make it all happen add

invested, and repurpose some of that fun and

value to true endless aisle solutions—more than

engagement and that brand story into your in-store

what a consumer could ever get from a retailer’s

experience,” she says.

website alone.
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Conclusion

T

hough endless aisle is still a budding strategy for
many retailers, the potential it has to enhance
in-store experiences, help sales associates better
serve consumers, and augment a retailer’s overall
brand strategy is sizeable.
“With many brick and mortar stores today, narrow
and deep really works well, because you’re curating
your assortment that’s physically in the store,”
Dion says. “But then to also have the ability to offer
broad is really the best of both worlds.”
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At iQmetrix, we are passionate about retail. Our
purpose is to create great experiences for retailers,
their employees and the end consumer. Based on
a platform philosophy, our products bridge the
gap between physical and virtual retail channels,
offering the latest in retail management and
customer experience technology. Our interactive
retail solutions, including endless aisle and digital
signage, bring elements of online and mobile
shopping experiences into the physical store to
engage and educate shoppers during the purchase
process. iQmetrix POS is a modular system for
managing all aspects of a store chain operation,
including ERP, inventory, and HR. In a nutshell, we
give retailers what they need so customers can get
what they want.
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